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We show that recognizing l-tough graphs is NP-hard, thereby settling a long-standing open 
problem. We also prove it is NP-hard to recognize t-tough graphs for any fixed positive rational 
number t. 
Introduction 
We consider only undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges. Our ter- 
minology and notation will be standard except as indicated; a good reference for 
any undefined terms is [2]. We will use c(G) to denote the number of components 
of a graph G. 
Chvtital introduced the notion of tough graphs in [3]. Let t be any positive real 
number. A graph G is said to be t-tough if tc(G-X)5 JXJ for all Xz V(G) with 
c(G-X)> 1. The interest in t-tough graphs stems primarily from their connection 
with the existence of Hamiltonian cycles. It is easy to see that a necessary condition 
for G to be Hamiltonian is that G is l-tough. In fact, the hypothesis that G is 
l-tough is often employed in theorems giving sufficient conditions for a graph to 
be Hamiltonian (e.g., [9,1]). On the other hand, Chvatal [3] conjectured that there 
exists a positive constant to such that every to-tough graph is Hamiltonian. While 
this conjecture remains open, it is now known [6] that to cannot be smaller than 2. 
Moreover, recent results [6] and [l, Corollary 161 suggest he possibility that every 
2-tough graph is Hamiltonian. 
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But the question “How difficult is it to recognize f-tough graphs?” has remained 
an interesting open problem for some time. The question was first raised by Chvatal 
[4] and subsequently appeared in [lo] and [5, p. 4291. Our purpose here is to show 
that for any fixed positive rational number t, it is NP-hard to recognize t-tough 
graphs. To prove this we will first show that it is NP-hard to recognize l-tough 
graphs by reducing a well-known NP-hard variant of INDEPENDENT SET. We 
will then reduce the problem of recognizing l-tough graphs to the problem of 
recognizing t-tough graphs. 
Main results 
We begin by considering the following problem. 
NOT-l-TOUGH. 
Instance: An undirected graph G. 
Question: Does there exist XC_ V(G) with c(G - X) > 1 such that c(G - X) > IX (? 
Our first goal is to establish 
Theorem 1. NOT-l-TOUGH is NP-complete. 
To prove this, we will reduce the following problem, which is known to be NP- 
complete [7, p. 1941. 
INDEPENDENT MAJORITY. 
Instance: An undirected graph G. 
Question: Does G contain an independent set I c V(G) with \Zl? ) 1 V(G) j? 
Proof of Theorem 1. Clearly NOT-l-TOUGH ENP, and we prove only that 
NOT-l-TOUGH is NP-hard. Let G be a graph with vertex set (or, . . . , u,}. Con- 
struct G’ from G as follows. Add to G a set A = {w,, w2, . . . , w,> of independent 
vertices, and join ui and Wi by an edge for i = 1,2, , . . , n. Then add another set B of 
L+(n - l)J vertices which induces a complete graph, and join each vertex of B to 
every vertex of V(G) U A. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that G contains 
an independent set I with (I\> +n if and only if G’ is not l-tough. 
Suppose first that G contains an independent set Ic_ V(G) with 1112 fn. Define 
X’c V(G’) by X1=(1/(G)-Z)U B. Note that IX’\ ((n-in)+ L+(n-1)j <n. But 
it is easy to verify that c(G’-X’) =n> IX’], and thus G’ is not l-tough. 
Conversely, suppose G’ is not l-tough. Then there exists X’c V(G’) with c(G’- 
X’) > 1 such that c(G’- X’) > /X’(. Clearly B c X’, or else c(G’- X’) = 1. We may 
also assume X’ fl A = 0, since otherwise we have c(G’- (Xl- A)) I c(G’- X’) > 
IX’/ > IX’-AI, and we could use X’-A instead of X’. Let X=X’fI V(G) so that 
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IX’J =/Xl + L+(n-I)]. It is easily checked that c(G’-X’)= 1x1 +c(G-X). 
From c(G’-X’)>/X’I we obtain c(G-X)>L+(n-I)], and so G-Xcontains at 
least in components. Choosing one vertex in each component of G -X yields a 
set of at least +n independent vertices in G. 0 
Next let i be any positive rational number and consider the following problem. 
NOT-t-TOUGH. 
Instance: An undirected graph G. 
Question: Does there exist Xc V(G) with c(G -X) > 1 such that tc(G -X) > jX j? 
We now establish the following result. 
Theorem 2. For any positive rational number t, NOT-t-TOUGH is NP-complete. 
Proof. Clearly NOT-t-TOUGHENP. To prove NOT-t-TOUGH is NP-hard, we 
will reduce NOT-l-TOUGH to NOT-t-TOUGH. Suppose t =a/b where a, b are in- 
tegers with a, br2 (so that a and b need not be relatively prime). Given a graph G 
with vertex set {or, 02, . . . , u,,), construct G’ from G as follows. Begin with a 
isomorphic copies G,, G2, . . . , G, of G. For 15 jsa, let the vertex set of Gj be 
vj19Uj2,***rvj*9 with VjkVjlEE(Gj) if and only if ukv[EE(G). For each i, 15iln, let 
Hi=(b- 1)X,, i.e., (b- 1) disjoint copies of K,, where r is any integer such that 
rz (a(a - l))/(b(b - 1)). For each i, 15 is n, join every vertex in Hi to every vertex 
in {Vl;,Vti,..., V,i}. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that G is not l-tough 
if and only if G’ is not t-tough. 
Suppose first that G is not l-tough. Then there exists Xc V(G) with c(G -X) > 1 
suchthatc(G-X)>JXI.For l~j~a,letX~={u,~)~~~X},andletX’=~~~, Xj. 
Itisimmediatethat IX’1 =alX[ andc(G’-X’)=(b-l)[Xj +c(G-X)>(b-1)/X1 + 
1x1 =blXI. So tc(G’-X’)>(a/b)blXJ =aJXI = IX’], and G’ is not t-tough. 
Conversely, suppose G’ is not t-tough. Then there exists X’c V(G’) with 
c(G’-X’)> 1 such that tc(G’-X’)> [X’j. We may assume 
X~n ~ Hi=*, (1) 
i=l 
To see this, suppose that X’ fl Hi#0 for some i. Since removing part but not all of 
Hi cannot increase the number of components, we may assume HiCX’. Let 
X”=X’-Hi, SO that IX”/ = IX’1 -(b-1)r. Since c(G’-X”)+(a-l)rc(G’-X’), 
we have tc(G’-X”)~tc(G’-X’)-t(a-l)>IX’I-t(a-l)=IX”I+(b-l)r- 
(a/b)(a-1)r IX”1 by our choice of r, and so we could use X” instead of X’. Thus 
we may assume X’fl Hi = 0 for every i, which implies (1). 
Let Xi =X’fl V(Gj), for j= 1,2, . . . . a. We assume Xj’ # 0 for every j, since other- 
wise c(G’-X)=1. Let Yk={ui) V,iEXi}y SO that IY,] =lXil>O, for all k. We 
may assume 
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y, = y2 = . . . = y,. (2) 
To prove this, let Y = n:= i Y, and define the graph H by I’(H) = V(G) - Y and 
E(H) = Ui =, Ek, where 
Ek = ( Ui Uj 1 uki v,bj E E( Gk - (X’ fI V( Gk)))} . 
Note that for each ui E Y, G’- X’ has b - 1 components in Hi, and thus G’- X’ 
has at least (b - l)\ Y[ components. Moreover any two vertices of (G’-X’) - 
U1= 1 WfJ, say ujk and ulm, are in the same component of G’-X’ if and only if 
uk and u, are in the same component of H. It follows that 
c(G’-X’) = (b-l)lY( +c(H). 
We next observe that for all k, 15 kc a, 
(3) 
c(H) 5 Irk- Y( +Ck, (4) 
where ck is the number of components of Gk - (X’17 V(G,)). This follows since if 
two vertices Oki and ukj are in the same component of Gk- (X’n I/(Gk)), then ui 
and Uj are in the same component of H. Since H has j Yk - Y 1 more vertices than 
Gk- (X’fl I/(G,)), H may have as many as (Yk- Y / additional components. This 
establishes (4). 
Suppose without loss of generality that ) Y, j = mini Ik_ca ) Ykl > 0. Consider the 
set X” c V(G,) U a.. U V(G,) defined by X”n V(Gk) = { uki / U;E Y, }. To complete 
the proof that we may assume (2), it suffices to show that tc(G’-X”) > IX” / . In fact 
we have by (3) and (4) that 
tc(G’-X”) = t((b-l)lY,( +c,) 
=t((b-l)lYj+(b-l)IY,-YI+c,)?t((b-l)/YI+c(H)) 
=tc(G’-X’)> IX’/ =,$, iY,l ?U[Y,l = /X”I 
as desired. 
Using (1) and (2), we may assume that X’= U”,= , Xi, where each XL = (uk; ( ui E 
Y,}. Letting X= Y, c V(G), we find that IX’\ =a\X\ and c(G’-X’)=(b-1)/X\ + 
c(G -X). Since tc(G’- X’) > IX’\, we get (a/b)((b- l)jXl +c(G-X))>aIX/, or 
(a/b)(c(G-X)- IXj)>O. Thus c(G-X)> IX/, and G is not l-tough. 0 
Concluding remarks 
Thomassen [lo] has raised the question of whether there is a good characteriza- 
tion of l-tough graphs. Since Theorem 1 implies that l-TOUGH$NP unless 
NP = coNP [7, p. 1561, it is very unlikely that there is a good characterization of 
1 -tough graphs. 
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We also observe that when l-toughness is assumed as a hypothesis in a theorem 
giving a sufficient condition for a graph to be Hamiltonian, there is often a 
minimum degree condition also assumed. It seems interesting to consider whether 
NOT-l-TOUGH remains NP-complete when 6(G) 2 r / V(G) / for some fixed r < 4. 
In fact we can alter the proof of Theorem 1 to show that NOT-l-TOUGH remains 
NP-complete even when 6(G) 2 r-1 V(G)) for any fixed r< f . To see this, let r< f 
be given and let 0 <a < b be integers with (a/6)/(2 + a/b) > r. Change the construc- 
tion of G’ in the proof of Theorem 1 by letting lBJ = L(Q~- I)/bl. Then 6(G’) = 
L(L7n - 1)/b J + 12 (a/b) n, while 1 V(G’)J = 2n + L(an - I)/61 I (2 + a/b)n, and so 
&G’)>rj V(G’)J. W e can also verify that a(G)? (a/b)n if and only if G’ is not 
l-tough. Since determining if a(G)z(a/b)n is NP-complete [7, p. 1941, the desired 
result follows. On the other hand, Haggkvist [8] has shown that if 6(G)? in - 2, 
then there is a polynomial-time algorithm to determine if G is Hamiltonian. As a 
consequence of Jung’s theorem [9], a graph G on n 2 11 vertices satisfying 6(G) 2 
-fn - 2 is Hamiltonian if and only if G is l-tough. It follows that NOT-l-TOUGH 
can be solved in polynomial time when 6(G) 2 in - 2. Nevertheless we conjecture 
that NOT- 1 -TOUGH remains NP-complete even when 6(G) 2 r ) V(G)) for any fixed 
r<f. 
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